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Professional Experience 

Raul Campos has over 25 years of experience advising clients throughout the U.S. and internationally.  

With his partners, he is part of a “Solutions Team” that integrates expertise in real estate planning, 

financial analysis and transaction design to address client’s strategic real estate issues.  Raul has 

pioneered the use of scenario modeling in real estate strategy formation, and the development of unique 

transaction structures that better align real estate costs with internal financial objectives.  

Prior to joining Cushman & Wakefield, Raul ran the Occupier Practice for CBRE in the Bay Area as a 

“Player/Coach.”  Raul, working collaboratively with CBRE’s Global Workplace Solutions group, helped win 

the Hewlett Packard, Union Bank, and Apple accounts. He was also successful in winning and executing 

larger “one off” transactions including the purchase and redevelopment of a 500,000 sq. ft. existing 

building in San Francisco for the Metropolitan Transit Corporation; a 350,000 sq. ft. consolidation in the 

Stanford Research Park for Stanford School of Medicine; and the sale of Hewlett Packard’s 1.7 million sq. 

ft. campus to Apple.  Raul and his team completed over 10 million sq. ft. of transaction assignments at 

CBRE in the last five years prior to coming to Cushman & Wakefield in January of this year.   

Before joining CBRE, Raul was a Managing Principal at Liberty Greenfield where he led the firm’s 

strategy practice. At Liberty Greenfield, Raul completed several high profile strategy and transaction 

assignments including securing a new headquarters for the United States Mint; the disposition of SGI’s 

500,000 sq. ft. headquarters in Mountain View to Google (now called the Googleplex); the disposition of 

Novell’s 500,000 sq. ft. headquarters to eBay (now eBay’s world headquarters); a new 200,000 sq. ft. 

headquarters for INVESCO Funds Group in Denver; and a 450,000 sq. ft. lease restructure for Wells 

Fargo in Denver.  

Raul and his team also has extensive experience on overseas strategy and transaction assignments in 

Latin America, Europe, and Asia.  

Raul Campos lives in San Francisco, California. 
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